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HIGHLIGHTS 

This report contains the major findings of an 

exploratory study of newspaper coverage of the Indian 

situation in 1977. Here are a few of the highlights of 

this study. 

If you're in the way, you're in the ilews 

By far the largest block of coverage for 1^77 went 

to land claims being made or contemplated by Indians in 

various parts of Canada. The story of the year was the 

pipeline and Indian efforts to block or slow it down. 

Most other land claims coverage was related to resource 

development and the impediments to it caused by questions 

of aboriginal or treaty rights. 

The importance of a potential energy crisis is clear. 

If threats to survival generate news coverage we would 

expect this general principle to extend to other areas of 

coverage. However when we look to issues relating to the 

survival of Indian people exclusively, we find a different 

story. Mercury poisoning in the English-Wabigoon River 

region of northern Ontario generated very little coverage 

beyond the Globe and Mail. As for questions relating to 

the economic survival of Indian people, they just don't 

show up in the coverage. There wasn't a single article 

on poverty and only one on employment. 

Other patterns in the coverage suggest a theme of 

non-Indian self-interest in the coverage of Indians. 

Police brutality, an issue in Indian communities received 

no coverage, but there were 10 articles out of a sample 
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of 500 devotee! to Indians as law-breakers. A threat to 

the general community is implied hero as it is in the 13 

articles relating to hunting, trapping and fishing offenses 

committed by Indians. The attrition of wildlife, another 

issue of concern to Indians in various parts of the country, 

merited only 2 articles. 

It seems where Indian issues involve non-Indian 

interests, news stories, columns and editorials are produced. 

As for issues generated within the Indian community, parti- 

cularly socio-economic issues, there is only a secondary 

kind of coverage. Indeed some facts relating to the Indian 

situation seem to escape the observation of the press 

altogether. 

Join the club 

Another major fact of Indian coverage is that it is 

institutional coverage. Unaffiliate^ individuals, Indian 

or not,are rarely mentioned. There are a handful of 

organizations and institutions with an interest in the 

Indian situation which are covered again and again. And 

certain members of the club keep getting the good parts. 

Let me tell you about Indians 

The two major newsmakers of 1^77 on the Indian scene 

were Warren Allmand, the Minister of Indian and Northern 

Affairs, and Judge Thomas Berger. That both were considered 

very sympathetic to Indians does not obscure the fact that 

neither is an Indian. As we shall see later this pattern 

of non-Indian interpretation of the Indian situation is 

a common one. 



Indians are O.K. but I never met one 

By far the best and most extensive coverage of the 

Indian situation is to be found in the Globe and Mail. 

It is probably safe to say that your average Globe and 

Mail reader does not spend much time on the reserve. 

Newspapers whose readership might be found in closer 

geographic or social proximity to Indians offer signi- 

ficantly less coverage on the Indian situation. 

The other side of the coin 

Basically what we are getting is a certain kind 

of political coverage probably geared mostly at the 

middle-class even liberal reader.* Indians are not 

particularly people, they are not ev^n necessarily a 

social problem, they are a series of moral and oolitical 

decisions of some national concern. With this definition 

of the Indian situation we find a whole new class of 

Indians being thrust into the public eye, Indians who in 

no way fit the stereotype of lazy, drunken or ignorant. 

Although we can find a few articles on alcohism or Indian 

work habits, coverage is focussed on a dynamic situation 

with Indian protaganists possessing certain political and 

intellectual skills rising to meet the challenge of self- 

interest in the forum of land claim disputes. 

They scalp whites, don't they 

Although it can't be proven scientifically, one is 

left with the impression that a residue of fear remains 

when it comes to Indians. Indian leaders may be worthy 

* The orecise definition of readership is beyond the 
scope of this study. 
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of respect at a political level but there is a tendency 

for them to go a little too far. The number one Indian 

newsmaker for 1077 was Harold Cardinal and although he 

might be nobody's fool there is a préoccupâtion with his 

more militant actions: moving whites into the basement 

of Indian Affairs offices, or hiring AIM officials. In 

fact the American Indian Movement proves the exception 

to the rule when it comes to coverage of Indian organi- 

zations. The general pattern is for the more established 

organizations to be featured most often in the presenta- 

tion of Indian issues. AIM gets more coverage than one 

would expect on the basis of its membership, but it is 

the kind of coverage that produces headlines like "AIM 

leader placed at scene of killings", or "Aim leader 

convicted of murder.'' 

Even with pipeline coverage there lurks the spectre 

of Indian militancy. This is journalism, of course, and 

it makes a good 'hook' for a story. T‘ut it brings to mind 

the comment of one leading journalist who said, "Indians. 

They get coverage when they pose a threat." 

**** 



0T1NEPAL FINDINGS 

The material user! to draw conclusions for this 

study was gathered from 500 newspaper items making 

reference to Indians selected randomly over a 9-month 

period in 1977. We used a research technique known as 

content analysis which is basically the identification 

and quantification of units of meaning in a systematic 

way. A more formal description of the study method is 

contained in the Appendix of this volume. A complete 

set of tables is presented in Volume II. 

What is Indian coverage ? 

One might think that 'Indian coverage' would be 

news about Indians. The first curious thing we notice 

when we start adding things up is thrt there are as many 

non-Indians as Indians appearing in these articles. The 

newspaper items in our sample all cortained the word 

'Indian' and were all focused in one way or another on 

the Indian situation. But when we isolated significant 

parties in a story and examined them more closely they 

were just as apt to be white as Indian. When wo consider 

the organizations as well as the individuals featured in 

the coverage we find 52% to be non-Indian and only 47% 

to be Indian. Although a certain number of articles 

describe Indians talking about the Indian situation, the 

over-all pattern is one of Indians and non-Indians talking 

about the Indian situation and their interpretations of 

it. Our first major conclusion is that Indian coverage 

is basically coverage of Indian/non-Tndian relations. 

♦Copies of the Appendix and Volume II are available on 
request. 
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Situations and Definitions 

The Davy committee study of mass media in Canada 

published in 1971 found 97% of Canadian homes received 

a daily newspaper and 99% of the neonle surveyed claim- 

ed to read one every day. They also found that people 

use newspapers differently than the ether media. They 

use them for facts and for interpretation of facts. 

Want-ads and crossword puzzles notwithstanding, 

newspapers deal in events. In their selection of 

newsworthy events and the backup information they 

present in features and columns, they are defining 

situations for the public at large. The messages they 

present feed more directly into the realm of oublie 

opinion than they do into basic attitude formation. 

Newspapers expand peoples' areas of attention 

beyond their everyday lives. In focusing their 

attention onto events people will never see, news- 

papers set 'agendas' for collective action and estab- 

lish the boundries of political possibility. 

Seen in this light, newspapers are not really 

the vehicle through which to study attitudes. Tf we 

wished to count up pejorative adjectives we would 

be better advised to look at T.V. westerns or road 

popular magazines. what newspapers are presenting is 

a certain view of the structure of the world that 

dovetails with common perceptions. It is the definition 

of this structure which is the most interesting aspect 

of newspaper coverage because it is closely related to 

action, particularly collective or political action. For 

example, when a newspaper presents a report on the 

advanced effects of mercury poisoning amongst Indians, 

it arouses a certain public reaction. If the paper 
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reports instead that there's a lot of alcholism in 

the English-Wabigoon River region and the physical 

symptoms resemble those of mercury poisoning, the 

situation is much less clearly defined. The possible 

courses of action are much less clear cut. The implied 

attitude on alcoholism is much less imoortant h^re than 

the effect the 'facts' have on the situation. If there 

is no coverage anywhere on mercury prisoning th3 situation 

remains essentially undefined publicly. 

It is the definition of the Indian situation, then, 

that we are interested in as it is presented in our 

major daily newspapers. We want to know how it is 

defined and by whom. 

Indians and Politics 

When you sit down and ask yourself what sorts of 

things you might exnect to find in a newspaper about 

Indians, you think first about the u ual kinds of 

things you might expect to find about anybody. So- 

and-so got promoted, so-and-so died. Then there are 

the kinds of things you might exnect to find about 

any grouo who live collectively in a defined geo- 

graphic area: the state of the environment, their 

use of techology, their physical well-being. So 

you look through the assembled news items and find 

a little coverage on these sorts of things. 

Then you remember that Indians are considered 

different from other people in this society, so you 

would expect to find something about this, something 

about their culture, their languages, their history. 

And there is. In fact about 15% of all articles 

are on cultural topics like pow wows, recent art 

exhibits, the re-enactment of the signing of Treaty 

Seven. 
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This reminds you Indians are seen as a minority 

group by the society and considered to be economically 

and socially disadvantaged. Po you would expect to 

find articles on social problems, education, housing, 

poverty, prejudice, mental health, and employment. 

There are articles on many of these things but not 

all. About another 15% of the articles are written 

from a socio-economic point of view. 

So far you've accounted for somewhat less than 

half the coverage and you're beginning to notice 

something else. Land claims. Land claims in the 

Northwest Territories, land claims in the Yukon, 

some minor claim in the Maritimes where a farmer is 

being out off his land, the continuing story of James 

Bay, something about the Peigan tribe, a dispute 

centring on possible flooding of Indian land in the 

Churchill River area, questions about aboriginal 

rights in northern Ontario. In fact one article in 

four is on land claims. 

Then you remember that Indians have a special 

legal status in this country and you begin to notice 

articles on the Indian Act, on hunting, trapping, 

and fishing rights, on language rights. By the time 

you've read about a few band elections and a few 

hassles between the National Indian Brotherhood and 

Indian Affairs you begin to realize this legal fact 

and the politics surrounding jtt provide the subject 

matter for every other article you're reading. In all 

55% of the articles in the sample could be called 

legal-political. Upon closer examination you find 

conflict or disagreement being described in the majority 

of articles; Indians and non-Indians disagreeing» 

usually over a legal matted. 
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When you sit down and reconsider all the material 

you've covered you realize that for the press, Indians 

are primarily a political issue. 

Actors 

The Indian situation is being defined in legal- 

political terms, but how is this being presented ? 

It is being presented through coverage of people and 

organizations with some stake in the situation. Who 

are the 'actors' or 'players' in the game? Who is 

defining the issues ? The outcome of a situation is 

going to be quite different if it is defined by AIM, 

for example, than if it is defined b” an official of 

the Department of Indian Affairs. 

As we mentioned earlier, the si<-/nificant parties 

in the coverage are just as likely to be white as 

Indian. In considering who are the other 'players' 

in the situation, we can eliminate women, individuals 

from other minority groups, and unafCiliated persons 

right off the bat. Eighty-six per cent of all signi- 

ficant persons in the coverage are male. Ninety-five 

per cent of all 'actors' in our stud” spoke English 

as their first official language. There was very 

little French-speaking involvement in the definition 

of the situation. Of all the Indians presented as 

significant in our coverage, only 11'" were non-status 

or Métis. 

Almost everyone who gets coverage in connection 

with the Indian situation comes from an organization. 

Organizations are frequently presented without any 

particular individual attached to them. In fact 90% 

of all actors are either organizations or individuals 

from organizations. 
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VTiich organizations are getting the coverage ? 

Forty-three per cent of the coverage goes to the govern- 

ment. Federal and judicial branches of government account 

for most of this. About 20% of Indien actors are from the 

reserve system, another 15% from Indian organizations. Loss 

than 8% of all significant parties covered come from 

Drovincial Indian associations or the National Indian 

Brotherhood. 

When we look more closely at the dynamics of this 

situation we find different parties assigned to different 

roles. Consider the following news items: 

BADGERVILLE - The federal Indian Affairs dep- 
artment is reviewing all government legislation 
and past court decisions affecting native 
hunting rights to decide whether the laws should 
be changed to meet the spirit of Indian treaties, 
Indian Affairs Minister Warren Allmand said 
Wednesday. 

Pipeline inquiry commissioner Thomas Berger 
said Monday that new departures will be 
required to escape the mistakes government 
has made in the past with Indians in southern 
Canada. Ne said development of oil and gas 
in the Mackenzie Delta-Beaufort Sea areas is 
inevitable. But development must be orderly 
and can be planned only after a settlement of 
native claims. 

Terms of reference for a proposed inquiry into 
resource development in Ontario are completed 
and will be given to Treat” 9 Indians soon for 
assessment, Frank Miller, Ontario minister of 
natural resources, said Wednesday. 

In each of these items we have a government official 

initiating the action and defining an aspect of the Indian 

situation. In each case they refer to Indians. In the 

third example specific reference is made to Treaty 9 

Indians. In each case the active role is going to a 

government official. 
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In a majority of cases in our sample (S7%) this 

pattern is repeated; non-Indians are defining the situation, 

Indians are being defined or referred to in the situation. 

In a minority of cases Indians are presented as 

defining the situation as we see in the following news 

items. 

The federal government is releasing misleading 
figures on the severity of the mercury health 
problem, in Canada, according to Noel Ptarblanket, 
president of the National Indian Brotherhood. 

The Stoney Indian band has decided to ignore 
Harold Cardinal because of his hiring of three 
American Indian Movement (AIM) 'extremists', 
Stoney Chief John Snow said Thursday. 

Sometimes there will be a 'target' for a statement 

made by a defining or initiating acto>*. In the following 

example we see it is the Liberal Part” of Canada. 

At the "Hyde Park Hour" grine session yesturday 
morning, Warren Allmand too'- the microohone and 
said how "amazed and discouraged" he was that 
there was no thought of, or participation by 
Indians and Inuit at the national unity confer- 
ence. He castigated his fellow Liberals for hav- 
ing tunnel vision and going round with blinkers 
on and ignoring such important realities of 
Canada, to which he hoped Liberals will "wake up 
and pay a little more attention to." 

In a few cases we find Indians addressed on a subject, 

making them the 'target' group. 

He (Warren Allmand) told councillors of the 
Keesekoose Reserve that he believes hunting rights 
granted to Indians in treaties should be upheld. 

When we look at the dynamics of the definition process 

we see the following general patterns: non-Indians 

defining the Indian situation with reference to Indians and 
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addressing their definition to non-Indians. Fimnlified 

it looks like this. 

DEFINING OR DEFINED 0^ TARGET 
INITIATING REFERRENT ACTOR 
ACTOR ACTOR 

When we look at interpretive articles only, that is 

editorials, columns and commentary, v;e find 63* of the 

actors featured in this kind of coverage are non-Indian, 

only 37$ are Indian. 

The majority of these non-Indian defining actors 

are, of course, from a governmental context. And they 

are defining legal-political issues more often than they 

are defining anything else. 

In their more passive role, what sort of articles 

are Indians being featured in ? Interestingly enough, 

Indians are featured in articles on socio-economic tonics 

almost twice as often as they are on articles about legal- 

political topics. These are Indians from the reserve or 

tribal system rather than the associations. 



For example in an articlo on naViv^ prohlo-ns a band 

coucillor is guoted as saying, 

The basic problem faced by native peonle leaving 
the reserve is 'future shock.' Their other 
problems, from alcoholism to unemployment stem 
from it. 

Another article states 

In a brief to the government last week, the 
Saskatchewan conference of the United Church 
urged the government to support native organi- 
zations working to solve problems, pledging to 
do so itself. They also urged the department 
of social services to make it easier for mothers 
to be recognized as heads of families for assist- 
ance purposes. 

Newspapers are painting a picture of Indians as the object 

of concern on social and economic grounds. Rut they are 

also showing Indians to be concerned about these subjects. 

This is not the whole storv. Mot all Indian actors 

are falling into the massive role. ’’’hey too are presenting 

definitions, even if these are secondary to non-Indian 

governmental definitions. When they are portra/ed as 

taking an initiating role, it is on legal-political topics 

particularly land settlement. But this time it is the 

associations who are featured more than twice as often 

as Indians from the reserve system. We could speculate 

that a certain number of the government statements on 

land claims are direct reactions to initiatives from 

Indian associations but there is nothing in the news 

coverage to actually indicate this. 

There is a problematic cast to most of this 

coverage. It turns out that the word 'problem' turns 

up in about 60% of the articles. In some cases Indians 

are depicted as presenting problems, in other cases it 

is being suggested that Indians have problems. Regard- 

less of differences about how the problem is seen, 

there is significant agreement that these problems 

relate back to the special legal definition of Indians 

in this society. 
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This is hardly surprising in light of the 

institutional nature of the coverage. With the odd 

exception, there is no real definition of the situation 

that would take it outside the realm of established 

channels. Everything gets referred back to duly 

constituted organizations and to questions of what 

is right and legal. Tt is defined as a manageable 

situation, it will be manageable. 

The Structure of Communication 

The issues are most often legal ones. In parti- 

cular they get focused on the ramifications of 

aboriginal status on resource development in northern 

parts of the country. Where lesser interests are 

involved as is the case with hunting, trapping and 

fishing rights, or even mercury pollution, th^re is 

less coverage. The definitions are coming primarily 

from non-Indian government sources. The duly 

constituted Indian organizations are involved but in 

a lesser fashion. 

There is considérât ion of cultural and socio- 

economic matters but on a much smaller scale. These 

things are presented as being more in the domain of 

Indians than whites. 

It is hardly surprising this is the structure 

of coverage. After all who is holding all the cards 

in this situation. We know from John Porter's study 

of power that the media, with the exception of the 

French-language papers, are controlled by a small 

group of English-speaking, generally upper class 

individuals of British origin, basically the same 

sociological group that controls the other major 

institutions in the country. It is not unexpected 

that there should be a non-Indian slant to Indian 

coverage. There aren't any Indians involved in the 

production of the message. 



How does the structure of coverage relate to the 

structure of communication ? What i r. the structure of 

communication ? Basically it is reporters, news agencies, 

newspapers, and chains of newspapers. Ftories are being 

written, sent out, picked un, passed on, printed, reorinted. 

Are there any patterns here ? 

The material in the study ooints to the fact that 

stories are picked un primarily in two kinds of locations, 

^he first set of locations for stories is the bureau- 

cratic and political centres where 7ndians are a fact 

to be dealt with. Ottawa alone is t' e geographic focus 

of 14* of all Indian stories. ^ther Canadian cities 

with regional Indian Affairs offices account for 52* of 

all urban coverage of Indians. The >_est of the coverage 

seems to focus on rural areas with a narticular em.nhasis 

on the north. This suggests coverage is being generated 

from marts of the country where Indians control land or 

are laying claim to land, in other words to the specific 

areas where Indian/non-Indian interests overlam. 

What seems to happen at this no'nt is that the 

stories are picked UP and bounced across the country. 
Tlhere do most of them end UP ? Fift^-three oer cent 

of the stories published on Indian tonics are published 

in Ontario. This is not generally local coverage. In 

fact there is very little local coverage. Only 14% of 

all stories are datelined or set in the same place a 

newspaper is published, whereas almost half of the 

articles are out-of-province stories. 

This would suggest that the Indian situation is a 

national issue. Indian issues are not being locally 

defined to any great extent. And these issues are being 

presented primarily to readers in the most urbanized, 

institutionally concentrated parts of the country. 

It is the large, mainstream pacers that end up 

printing the most material on Indians and they are most 
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concerned with the local and political aspects of the 

Indian situation. Dailies with a circulation of over 

1 no,000 publish twice as many stories per paner as the 

smaller papers. French-language papers publish verv 

little about Indians. Tabloids and the more limited 

regional papers offer significantly less coverage than 

papers with a national reputation. Tn our sample of 

500 articles, the Globe and Mail published 62, Montreal 

Matin 0, the Ottawa Citizen 42, the Faskatoon Ftar- 

Phoenix 21, the Halifax Chronicle-Herald 6 and so on. 

The two largest, most national newspaper chains in 

this country are the Foutham chain and the Free Press 

chain. Papers belonging to these two chains offer more 

coverage per paper than papers belonging to smaller, 

more regional chains or unaffiliated papers. It is the 

Canadian Press, the largest, most national news agency 

that provides most of the wire items published in this 

country. 

It is the nationally significant papers, chains 

and wire service that are most involved in exploring 

the Indian situation. They are also most concerned 

with the legal and political issues that we discussed 

earlier. The smaller and more limited papers are 

less likely to present the Indian situation in these 

terms. They don't feature political items in the same 

way the big papers do. Unlike the larger papers they 

are almost as likely to come up with a story on a oow 

wow or do a feature on hospital care as they are to 

examine the Big Questions presented by a pipeline. 

The Question of Bias 

This study was not really designed to look at the 

question of bias but a few points come to mind. It is 

difficult to avoid wondering, for example, if some of 

the more refined legal-political issues being defined 
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are not as remote from vour average '-^ader as the 

question of energy development must be to many Indians 

concerned v.Tith their own day-to-day survival. How many 

readers will actually be interested in the terms of 

reference of the Hartt inquiry ? Co-ernment and 

Indian leaders are defining legal anr1 bureaucratic 

issues to a population that is not even clear on the 

meaning of aboriginal rights.* Whil*-* these issues 

are getting coverage, others which m;ght connect 

people more concretely to the realit'/ of the Indian 

situation are being ignored. 

Perhaps a little more effort c<">uld be made to 

correct some of the imbalance in the presentation of 

issues. One wonders why there is su^h disparity 

between coverage given representatives of the federal 

and provincial governments and the corresponding 

Indian organizations at each level. Pome of it may 

be written off to cultural gaps betwren the press 

establishment and native public relations machinery, 

but part of it must be seen as bad jcurnalism. 

It is the almost complete lack cf coverage on 

the part of some of the smaller and rore regional 

papers, the French-language press and the tabloids 

that consitutes the most obvious inadequacy in the 

coverage of the Indian situation. 

Apart from structural imbalances in the 

coverage, there is a certian neutrality to the 

presentation of issues. The tone is generally 

dispassionate. Editorials, âlthough rare, are 

frequently so impartial it is impossible to discover 

* A recent study of Canadian attitudes towards Indians by 
Gibbons and Ponting of the University of Calgar^ indicates 
a low level of knowledge on the part of most Canadians 
about such things as aboriginal rights, the difference 
between status and non-status Indians, the level of 
government with major responsibility cor Indians. 
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an editorial position. 

There are exceptions to this. r'he voice o^ reason 

occasionally slips into superlatives, particularly on 

cultural subjects, producing headlines like, "Tribute 

to Indian 'awesome show' of brilliant past." Or it 

cracks into an hysterical editorial like this one from 

the Toronto Sun. 

Surely patience must be running out with 
Indians. Fair enough, perhaps, that they 
can get millions as compensation for the 
damage done to their environment by the 
James Bay project. Or that, they can delay 
(if not prevent) a gas pipeline from the 
Arctic that the rest of the continent 
thinks it needs. Or even olay vigilante 
and block public roads. 

...Indians have finally discovered a 
useful weapon in the Anglo-Saxon's (they'd 
say "whiteman's") guilty conscience and 
latent suicide wish. Society can be 
blackmailed. 
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OTHER RESEARCH POSSIBILITIES 

This study raises as many questions as it answers. 

How does coverage in 1977 compare with coverage in 1957 

or the late sixties ? It is quite possible that a larger 

proportion of articles dealt with socio-economic issues 

in 1957 and probable that Indian leaders were even less 

visible to the public. One suspects that however much 

coverage accompanied the controversy surrounding the 

White Paper in the late sixties, it did not equal that 

generated by the pipeline debate. 

There is no real way of telling. Comprehensive 

news clippings for those periods are not available from 

the Press Monitoring Section of Indian Affairs. Micro- 

film holdings of the National and Parliamentary Libraries 

are uneven. They exist for certain periods but not for 

others; certain papers are not in the holdings. 

A time lapse study would be possible in the future 

however. One might wish to investigate changes in the 

kind of coverage given the Indian situation over time. 

As land claims are settled, for example, will this kind 

of coverage be replaced by coverage of other legal- 

political issues ? Will there be a shift to socio-economic 

and cultural topics or will there be a void in Indian 

coverage ? Will Indian individuals and organizations get 

a larger role to play in the definition of Indian issues 

or will coverage continue to favour r.on-Indian initiatives 

and interpretations ? 

Other studies could explore in rore depth patterns 

suggested by this one. 

* Where information is available about the back- 
ground of readers, one could examine the type 
of coverage in terms of social characteristics 
of readers such as social class, education, in 
income and occupation. As our study suggests, 
does legal-political coverage go mostly to the 
middle-class reader ? 
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* One could examine the behaviour of newspapers in 
transmitting the messages they receive by wire. 
How do those they receive compare with those they 
reprint. Do mainstream newspapers nick up more 
items ? Are they more likely to pick up items 
dealing with legal-political aspects of the 
Indian situation ? 

* What are the actual mechanics of coverage? How 
many newspapers actually have an Indian heat ? 
How is rural coverage generated ? Is it provided 
by stringers or do Indian organizations initiate 
it in some cases ? 

* One could take four newspaoeru, say the Globe and 
Mail, the Calgary Albertan, '.a Presse and the 
Halifax Chronicle-Herald, and examine everything 
they published on Indians oven a one-year period 
with a view to discovering the overall picture 
a steady reader is being given. 

* It would be interesting to compare the Indian 
press with mainstream non-Tnd:an newspapers. 
How does the structure of coverage differ ? Who 
is getting coverage ? What isnues are being 
presented and how ? 

* A study of the other media, particularly tele- 
vision, would yield other important data. The 
mechanics of analyzing the content of electronic 
media are a little more complicated than those 
involving the printed word, but techniques have 
been developed and used to good advantage in studies 
conducted by the Canadian Radio and Television 
Commission. Such a study could examine the same 
sorts of questions we did in this study as well 
as exploring aspects of the communication more 
directly related to attitude formation of a basic 
kind. 

**** 
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c) Where? 

d) Which? 

Locale 
Dateline 
Place of Reference 

Newspaper 
News Agency 
Chain 
Place of Publication 
Other 

e) Cross-tabulations 



CANADTAN 

VANCOUVER 

VICTORIA 

CALOARY 

EDMONTON 

REGINA 

SASKATOON 

WINNIPEG 

HAMILTON 

KINGSTON 

LONDON 

OTTAWA 

SUDRURY 

TORONTO 

WINDSOR 

MONTREAL 

DAILY NEWSPAPERS: CIRCULATION AND OWNERSHIP 

The Province 
The Sun 

The Daily Colonist 

The Albertan 
The Calgary Herald 

The Edmonton Journal 

Regina Leader-Post 

Saskatoon Star-Phoenix 

Southam 
F.P. Publications Ltd. 

F.P. Pubns. Ltd. 

F.P. Pubns. Ltd. 
Southam Co. 

Southam Co. 

Armadale Co. 

Armadale Co. 

Winnipeg Free Press F.P. Pubns. Ltd. 
The Winnipeg Tribune Southam Co. 

Spectator Southam Co. 

Kingston Whig-Standard Kingston Whig 

Free Press 

The Citizen 
Le Droit 

Journal 

Star 

The Globe and Mail 
The Toronto Star 

The Toronto Sun 

The Windsor Star 

The Gazette 
The Montreal Star 

Standard Co. Ltd. 

London Free Press 
Foldings Ltd. 

Southam Co. 
Les Missionaires 
Oblats de M.I. 
F.P. Pubns. 

Thompson Co.Ltd. 

F.P. Pubns Ltd. 
Starson Holdings 
Ltd.-principal 
stockholder 
Toronto Sun Holdings 

Southam Co. 

Southam Co. 
F.P. Publications 
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MONTREAL 

QUERFC 

SHERBROOKE 

TROTS PIVTER 

SAINT JOHN 

HALIFAX 

CHARLOTTETOW 

FT. JOHN'S 

Sources: T 

T.e Pcvoir No information 
T,o Journal dr Montreal Québécor Inc. 
Montreal-Mat in 
La Trèsso 

Le Journal de Québec 
Le Soleil 

La Tribune 

:s Le Nouvelliste 

Desmarais Group 
Dofimarais Groun 

Québécor Inc. 
Panlaga et Cie. 

Desmarais Grouo 

Desmarais Group 

41 ,017 
171 ,260 
140,016 
1 RO,077 

53,666 
142,R09 

3R , 237 

40,504 

The Telegraph Journal New Brunswick Pubns 
Co.- Irving 

Chronicle-Herald No information 

32,007 

69,356 

N The Guardian 

The Telegram 

Thomnson 

Thompson 

15,637 

33,175 
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